
PHYSICS 101-: Fundamentals of Phvsics - Exam # 2

Exam # 2

Soluttnnq

Name

TA/ Sectio\ #

Recitation Time
May 22,2009, 8:00am

You have 50 minutes to complete the exam. Please answer all questions clearly and com-
pletely, and please be sure that you clearly indicate your final answer to each problem (put
a box around the final answer, for example). Make sure that you show all of your work. If
your exam sheets do not have enough room for you to write on, please ask for more paper.

You may use a calculator, and, of course, reference the formula sheet, attached. Beyond
that, the exam is entirely closed book.



1. 
f35 

pointsi A 4kg mass is attached to a massless spring with constant with k : b1N/m.
At first, it's at rest.

o o.Zm

(a) You then apply a constant force of 20N on the mass over a distance of 0.2m. after
which you abruptly remove your finger. How much work have you d.one on the
system?

(b) At the instant you remove your finger, what force does the spring exert on themass? ::
(c) At the instant you remove your finger, what is the potential energ-y in the spring?
(d) At the instant you remove your finger, what is the kinetic energ-y of the mass?
(e) At that instant, what is the speed of the mass?

(f) As the spring oscillates, what is the maximum speed of the mass?
(s) E.C- Suppose you kept absolutely everything in the problem the same, but lsed a

2kg mass instead of a 4kg one. How would your answer to part e) change? please
give a ratio.
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2. [30 poi,rrts] In some fancy particle physics experiment, we find that a pa,rticle has a
potential energy as a fimction of distance from the origin.

Eqec\-.

Please note that we are looking for approximate answers to each of these questions.
We recognize that the diagram does not ailow precision measurement.

(a) At what position(s) is the particle in equilibrium? For each, tell me whether the
equilibrium is stable or unstable?

(b) Now suppose at some instant you put the particle lm from the origin. What
direction is the force on the particle? Estimate the magnitude of the force.

(c) At that instant, the particle is given 4J of kinetic energy. What is the total
mechanical energ"y of the system?

(d) What is the range of motion for the particle (assuming everything from part c)?

(e) On a rblated topic, suppose that there is a potential of U(r):10a3 (don't worry
about the units in'thi*one). What is the force on a particle at n : 2? Is the
force attractive trr repulsive?
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3. [35 pointsl Two pucks of mass, TrLl: lkg, and rrl2:3k9, with positions,

T1

T2

axe sitting on an ice rink. At t : 0, the first puck has a velocity of 8m/s
second mass is stationarv. 
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What is the momentum of the system?

Where is the center of mass of the system at t:0?
After some point, the 1st puck sticks to the 2nd. What is the velocity of the two
pucks after the sticking?

(d) What was the impulse on the lst pucli!

(") If the interaction took 0.2 seconds, what was the average force on the 1st puck?

4. [10 poi,nts] Extra Credit

This is extra tough, and hence the extra points, but I assure you that you have all of
the physics necessaxy to.solge the problem.

Suppose you are a bicyclist riding along on an ideal bike (no friction or inefficiency in
the bike itself) on a flat road. You are riding into a headwind which is blowing at 10
mph with respect to the road.

How much harder is it (that is, how much more power do you need to exert) to ride at
a steady 20 mph than 10 mph? Express your arxiwer as a ratio.
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